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AbaqusNumerical implementation of constitutive laws involves speciﬁc incremental methods. The ‘‘return map-
ping’’ (Simo and Hughes, 1998) and the ‘‘bipotential’’ (de Saxcé, 1992) are one of those, associated respec-
tively to two different classes of materials: the General Standard Materials (GSM) for the return mapping
and the Implicit Standard Materials (ISM) for the bipotential.
The objective of this paper is then to compare the implementation of those both methods in the case of
non associated ﬂow rules in plasticity.
In the ﬁrst section, the properties of the different previous material classes will be recalled and the
methods of ‘‘return mapping’’ and ‘‘bipotential’’ will be detailed. The comparison of both methods is rea-
lised on the non linear kinematic hardening rule of Armstrong–Frederick (Armstrong and Frederick,
1966) in a second section and the details are given in a third part. The numerical implementation is rea-
lised in Abaqus/Standard 6.11 by the means of a UMat subroutine and the practical simple case of ten-
sion–compression is analysed in a last section.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
One of the key feature in non-linear ﬁnite elements methods
(FEM) developments relates to numerical implementation of con-
stitutive laws. In this way, many works were realised on plasticity.
A state of the art seems to be the synthesis book of Simo and
Hughes (1998). The objective is the incremental translation of time
derivative relations between stress and strain tensors – relations
which are often implicit – to determine plastic strain increments.
In this aim, efﬁcient algorithms and methods are necessary. Let
us ﬁrst recall some fundamentals in plasticity theory in the frame-
work of the Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes (TIP). The
TIP postulates that the state of a system can be described with
the deﬁnition of a free energy potential w. As only isothermal strain
hardening plasticity will be concerned in this work, the existence
of a set of state variables (ee;a) is assumed, where ee is the elastic
strain tensor and a an internal variable describing the plastic state.
Therefore, w is a function of those both variables: wðee;aÞ. A set of
dual intensive associated variables, (r;X), can then be deﬁned as:r ¼ q @w
@ee
X ¼ q @w
@a
r is the Cauchy stress tensor and X a stress tensor associated to the
internal variable a and describing the hardening of the material.
Moreover, an additive decomposition in an elastic and plastic part
is assumed for the total strain, e ¼ ee þ ep. The basis of plastic theo-
ries begins with the deﬁnition of a convex domain C in the stress
space, containing the origin r ¼ 0 in its interior which is elastic
domain. A function f ðr;XÞ 6 0 deﬁnes the elastic domain (f < 0)
and the plastic surface (f ¼ 0). This function allows to answer only
to this ﬁrst question: when will occur the plastic ﬂow? Moreover,
one important aspect of the plasticity theories consists in the
answer to this second question: how will be produce the plastic
ﬂow, i.e. what is the hardening rule?
Based on previous work of Ziegler (1963) and Moreau (1971)
on thermodynamics and convex analysis, Halphen and Nguyen
(1975) deﬁne a particular class of materials, the Generalised Stan-
dard Materials (GSM), based on the normal dissipativity assump-
tion which supposes the existence of a dissipation potential. The
normal dissipativity leads to the classic normality rule, i.e. the
plastic ﬂow is normal to the plastic convex surface, deﬁned by
f ¼ 0. In this context, f is the plastic potential and the evolution
of the plastic ﬂow comes from:
Notations
Symbol meaning
X residual hardening stress
a back-stress
H; c material’s hardening parameters
A real stress tensor
A trial stress tensor
r Cauchy stress tensor
e total strain tensor
ep plastic strain tensor
ee elastic strain tensor
sm trace of r
s deviator of r
em trace of e
req von Mises equivalent stress
k;l Lame’s coefﬁcients
ry tensile yield stress
_p; _k plastic multiplier
D increment
C elastic moduli tensor
 tensorial product
 inf convolution
: double contracted product
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where _k is the plastic multiplier. In this associated plasticity frame-
work (i.e. f corresponds to the plastic potential), the construction of
the initial boundary value problem comes straightforward (Nguyen,
1977) and the implicit numerical integration is a particular case of
the more general radial return technic of Simo and Hughes (1998).
However, the problem is not so simple with non associated
plasticity due to the nature of the relation between ( _ep; _a) and
(r;X). In this case, the plastic ﬂow is not normal to the convex plas-
tic surface deﬁned by f ¼ 0 and enforcing both normality law and
explicit relation requirements may by inconsistent. This is the case,
for example, for soil constitutive models (Drucker–Prager, Mohr–
Coulomb), in friction laws (Coulomb) or more simply in non linear
kinematic hardening rules in plasticity (Armstrong–Frederick, for
instance Armstrong and Frederick, 1966). In this last case, one solu-
tion consists then in the postulate of a plastic potential F, depend-
ing on r and X, different from f and which allows to deﬁne the
evolution laws and conducts to:
_ep ¼ _k @F
@r
_a ¼  _k @F
@X
One can refer to the book of Lemaitre and Chaboche (1994) for more
details on the deﬁnition of F.
An alternative solution is the use of the Implicit Standard Mate-
rials (ISM) framework proposed by de Saxcé (1992) and de Saxcé
and Feng (1998). The aim of this approach consists in connecting
by an implicit normality law the variables ep and a and their asso-
ciated forces r and X. This class, in associated case, returns to the
class of GSM. In the non-associated case, this class admits a bipo-
tential b. GSM is therefore a subclass of ISM. The notion of bipoten-
tial is based on a generalization of the Fenchel’s inequality (de
Saxcé, 1992). b is a function depending on both stress tensors r
and X and plastic strain and internal variable tensor rates, _ep and
_a. The unique knowledge of this function b allows simultaneously
to deﬁne the yield locus and the ﬂow rule, although they are not
associated. The evolution problem deﬁnition supposes to deﬁne
an incremental bipotential and its numerical integration comes
straightforward (Berga and de Saxcé, 1994). This concept was
already used with success in some non-associated cases like Cou-
lomb’s dry friction (de Saxcé and Feng, 1998), non-associated Druc-
ker–Prager law (Bousshine et al., 2001) and the modiﬁed Clam-
Clay model for soil materials (Berga and de Saxcé, 1994).
The purpose of this paper is then to compare both concepts, GSM
and ISM, in the case of non associated ﬂow rules in plasticity, from
the deﬁnition of the evolution problem to its numerical implemen-
tation. The non-linear kinematic hardening model of Armstrong
and Frederick (1966) is chosen because of its non-associated nature
and its relatively simplicity. Then, in a ﬁrst section, the properties ofthe different previous material classes, GSM and ISM, will be
recalled and the methods of ‘‘return mapping’’ and ‘‘bipotential’’
will be detailed. The comparison of both methods is realized in a
second section. The ﬁrst step concerns the determination of the
plastic increment. In the case of return mapping, this increment is
determined with a trial/error type two-step-algorithm. An elastic
trial test is realised and, beyond the yield limit, a plastic correction
is determined that performs the closest point projection of the trial
state onto the yield surface, deﬁnes by f ¼ 0. The determination of
the plastic increment by the bipotential method implies to start
from the incremental form of this one associated with a condition
of stationnarity. Both methods conduct to an implicit equation to
be solved with a Newton–Raphson algorithm. The second step con-
cerns the determination of the consistent tangent operator
obtained by a simple derivation of the stress tensor increment in
relation to the strain increment for the return mapping method
(Simo and Taylor, 1985). In the case of bipotential, this conducts
to an implicit function and to the use of the implicit function theo-
rem. The numerical implementation is realised in Abaqus/Standard
6.11 by the means of a UMat subroutine. One practical simple case
where analytical results are well known is presented in a fourth
section: a tension–compression of a cube. The obtained numerical
results are presented and discussed in the last section.2. Generalized Standard Materials (GSM) versus Implicit
Standard Materials (ISM)
The actual framework is the strain hardening elastoplasticity in
inﬁnitesimal and isothermal transformations. Let z be the set of
state variables of the thermodynamical system, z ¼ ðee;aÞ, where
ee is the elastic strain tensor and a an internal variable describing
the plastic state. Let p be the set of the thermodynamical associ-
ated forces, p ¼ ðr;XÞ, where r is the Cauchy stress tensor and X
a stress tensor associated to the internal variable a and describing
the hardening of the material. w, the free energy potential is a func-
tion of z: wðzÞ. Therefore,
p ¼ @w
@z
Let j be the set composed by the plastic strain tensor ep and the
hardening internal variable a : j ¼ ðep;aÞ. The intrinsic dissipation
D of the system can then be simply deﬁned as:
D ¼ p  _j
which is a positive quantity. _j and p are put into duality by this
inner product. From a mathematical point of view, _j belongs to a
vectorial space V and p belongs to its dual space F. V is ﬁnite
dimensional, of dimension n and V and F are isomorph to Rn.
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The Generalized Standard Materials are based on the hypothesis
of normal dissipativity which supposes the existence of a convex
potential /ð _jÞ, the dissipation potential, a superpotential in the
Moreau’s sense (Moreau, 1968):
/ : V ! ½1;þ1 : _j# /ð _jÞ
The Fenchel transformation vðpÞ of /ð _jÞ, deﬁned as follow:
vðpÞ ¼ sup
_j
p : _j  /ð _jÞf g
conducts to the deﬁnition of vðpÞ, the superpotential associated to
the thermodynamical forces. Some properties of superpotentials
can then be remembered:
8ð _j0;p0Þ 2 V  F /ð _j0Þ þ vðp0ÞP p0  _j0 ð1Þ
ð _j;pÞ are extremal() /ð _jÞ þ vðpÞ ¼ p  _j
8p0 2 F vðp0Þ  vðpÞP ðp0  pÞ  _j0
Any solution _j of this last inequation is a generalized gradient,
called subgradient, collected in @vðpÞ called subdifferential of v at
p.
_j 2 @vðpÞ
The GSM framework assumes that all the information concerning
the dissipative behaviour of materials is then included in both
two potentials: the free energy w and the dissipation /. Moreover,
/ is the indicator function of the convex C:
/ ¼ 0 when f < 0 or f ¼ 0 and _f – 0
/ ¼ þ1 when f ¼ 0 and _f ¼ 0
(
In this second case, _j is normal to the plastic surface deﬁned by f
and a normality law is deduced:
_j ¼ _k @f
@p
ð2Þ
where _k is the plastic multiplier.
2.2. Implicit Standard Materials
Unfortunately, in some cases, this last relation (2) can not be
veriﬁed, for example, in non-associated plasticity. One solution
consists in deﬁning a plastic potential F different from f and this
will be illustrated in the third section. Another solution rests on
the framework of Implicit Standard Materials introduced by de
Saxcé (1992). The dissipative behaviour is considered here as an
implicit relation Rð _j;pÞ ¼ 0 or 0 2 Rð _j;pÞ. This allows the exten-
sion of the normality law in a weaker form. In this aim, let us intro-
duce a function b such as:
b : V  F ! ½1;þ1 : ð _j;pÞ# bð _j;pÞ
This function is separately convex and lower semi-continue with
respect to _j and p. Then, b is a bipotential if:
8ð _j0;p0Þ 2 V  F bð _j0;p0ÞP _j0  p0
which corresponds to a generalization of the Fenchel’s inequality
(1). In particular:
ð _j;pÞ are extremal() bð _j;pÞ ¼ p  _j
and
8p0 2 F bð _j;p0Þ  bð _j;pÞP ðp0  pÞ  _j0This last inequation is equivalent to the differential inclusion repre-
senting an implicit subnormality law
_j 2 @pbð _j;pÞ
In the same way, we have:
p 2 @ _jbð _j;pÞ
It is then evident that GSM are a subclass of ISM and, in this case,
the following deﬁnition of b comes straightforward:
bð _j;pÞ ¼ /ð _jÞ þ vðpÞ
Those both classes, GSM and ISM will now be illustrated in a non-
associative plasticity case: the Armstrong–Frederick non linear
hardening law Armstrong and Frederick (1966).
3. Non associated ﬂow rules in plasticity: the Armstrong–
Frederick’s case
3.1. The Armstrong–Frederick’s non linear kinematic hardening rule
Let us just recall the useful relations in an elastoplastic problem.
Only small transformations are considered as well as kinematic
hardening laws. The two ﬁrst relations concern the additive
decomposition of the strain tensor e in elastic and plastic parts:
e ¼ ee þ ep
and the linear elastic relation between stress and elastic strain
tensors:
r ¼ C : ee ¼ C : ðe epÞ
The plastic criterion can be written as follow:
f ¼ reqðr;XÞ  ry ¼ 0
where req corresponds to the von Mises equivalent stress,
req ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
2 ðs XÞ : ðs XÞ
q
; X being deviatoric by deﬁnition, and ry
is the tensile yield stress. The Armstrong–Frederick’s ﬂow rule is
then the following (Armstrong and Frederick, 1966):
_a ¼ _ep  cHX _p
_X ¼ H _a
(
where H and c are material’s parameters, independant on the tem-
perature and so, on the time. To determine the plastic increment
and the consistent tangent operator in the case of associated ﬂow
rules, c ¼ 0 could be imposed in Armstrong–Frederick’s rule to go
back to the case of the Prager’s linear hardening law.
3.2. Plastic potential and GSM
Let us ﬁrst introduce the linear hardening law of Prager (1958),
corresponding to the associated plasticity, which allows to
illustrate the necessary introduction of a plastic potential F,
different of f, in a non associated case. The free energy w can be
written as follow (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1994):
wðee; epÞ ¼ 1
q
1
2
ktrðeeÞ2 þ 2ltrðee2Þ
 
þ 1
2
Htrða2Þ
 
The two ﬁrst terms correspond to the elastic potential and the third
one, to the plastic potential. The quadratic form of it is governed by
the linear relation between X and a observed experimentally.
Therefore:
X ¼ q @w
@a
¼ Ha
Moreover, the evolution laws are deduced from the normality law
(2):
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In the case of the von Mises criterion, f ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
2 ðs XÞ : ðs XÞ
q
 ry,
and _k ¼ _p ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
3 ð _ep : _epÞ
q
:
_a ¼  _k @f
@X
¼ _k @f
@r
¼ _ep
Therefore, the hardening rule is the following:
_X ¼ H _ep
In the case of non linear hardening rules, one can conclude from this
last relation that the application of a normality rule imposes an
other deﬁnition of the plastic potential and, in the case of the Arm-
strong and Frederick’s law, F has to take the following form:
F ¼ f þ 1
2
c
H
X : X
Indeed,
_ep ¼ _k @F
@r ¼ _k @f@r
_a ¼  _k @F
@X ¼  _k @f@X  _k cHX
The last relation conducts to the Armstrong and Frederick’s harden-
ing rule:
_X ¼ H _ep  cX _p3.3. Bipotential and ISM
Let us introduce the function b:
bð _j;pÞ ¼
G
K
ðs XÞ þ ry _pþ
G
0
_a _ep þ c
H
X _p
 
þ c
H
kXk2 ð3Þ
where the
F
are indicator functions, deﬁned as follow:G
0
¼ 0 if _a ¼ _ep þ c
H
X _p is verified ¼ þ1 elsif
and
G
K
¼ 0 if
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
ks Xk 6 ry is verified ¼ þ1 elsif
One can remark that both two last terms of Eq. (3) are coupling
terms, giving to the equation its implicit character which differen-
tiate the GSM’s class and ISM’s class. Is is demonstrated by de
Saxcé (1992) that this function b is a bipotential, which supposes
both two following aspects:
 8 ð _j;pÞ such as _ep 2 K; ðs XÞ 2 K and _a ¼ _ep  cHX _p, one have:
c Xk k2 _pP r : _ep  X : _a ry _pwhere K is the polar cone of K.
 the extremal couples for the bipotential deﬁned by (3) verify
_ep 2 @Kðs XÞ and _a ¼ _ep  cHX _p and conversely.
In the case of linear hardening rule, the function b corresponds to:
bð _j;pÞ ¼
G
K
ðs XÞ þ
G
0
ð _a _epÞ þ ry _p
and the GSM case is retrieved with:
/ð _jÞ ¼ F0ð _a _epÞ þ ry _p
vðpÞ ¼ FKðs XÞ
4. Numerical implementation
The problem of the integration of the constitutive equations in a
ﬁnite element code is addressed by a number of papers. The classicalintegration methods have been developed in the 1970s as a gener-
alization of the ‘elastic predictor-radial corrector’ (Wilkins, 1964;
Krieg and Key, 1986). The authors proposed integration schemes
valid for elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour, sometimes for isotropic
or linear kinematic hardening. Return mapping algorithms repre-
sent a well established integration scheme to integrate the rate
constitutive equations. A return mapping algorithm can be conve-
niently deﬁned based on the operator split (elastic–plastic split)
methodology. In this process, elastic equations are ﬁrst integrated
to obtain an elastic predictor and this forms the initial condition
for the plastic corrector. Subsequently, for the rate-independent
case, the elastically predicted stresses are relaxed (corrected) onto
a suitably updated yield surface. Recently, also higher order time
integration schemes like the classes of implicit Runge–Kutta and
diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta methods or multi-step techniques
like backward differentiation formulas are used in combination
with the implementation of constitutive laws into the FEM.
4.1. Return mapping technic
4.1.1. Determination of plastic increment
The incremental form of Armstrong–Frederick’s law deduced
from Section 3.1 and becomes:
Da ¼ Dep  c
H
XiDp
In the following, all subscripts imean temporal index and Dameans
anþ1  an;n corresponds to the actual increment and nþ 1 to the
next increment. In this work, index i in the last equation is set to
nþ 1, leading to an implicit equation. The determination of the
plastic increment in the case of the return mapping technic is com-
puted from a two-step-algorithm, namely a predictor/corrector
method like in Simo and Taylor (1985). A general formulation of this
type of local integration can be found in Le Van et al. (2003). The
principle of such method is the following: An corresponds to the
actual known increment and Anþ1 has to be determined.
1. a trial elastic predictor Anþ1 is computed
2. a plastic test is then carried out: f ðAnþ1Þ <> 0?
3. f Anþ1
 
< 0 : the material is still in the elastic domain and
Anþ1 ¼ Anþ1.
4. f Anþ1
 
> 0 : plasticity occurs. The trial state Anþ1 is projected
onto the surface deﬁned by fnþ1 ¼ 0 and the closest projection
point leads to the plastic increment Dep and to Anþ1.
This algorithm is now detailed. Let us deﬁne the real stress An,
given by the substraction between the actual Cauchy stress tensor
rn and the residual stress tensor Xn:
An ¼ rn  Xn
The same relation at nþ 1 is established:
Anþ1 ¼ rnþ1  Xnþ1
Moreover, Cauchy stress tensor can be expressed as follows:
rnþ1 ¼ C : eenþ1 ¼ C : enþ1  epnþ1
 
The tensor epnþ1 is classically considered as deviatoric and therefore:
rnþ1 ¼ C : ðen þ DeÞ  2lepnþ1 ð4Þ
and Anþ1 becomes:
Anþ1 ¼ devðC : en þ C : DeÞ  2lepnþ1  Xnþ1
or
Anþ1 ¼ An þ devðC : DeÞ  2lDep  DX
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expression for the the trial prediction Anþ1 :
Anþ1 ¼ An þ devðC : DeÞ
Now, let us express Anþ1 as a function of A

nþ1. Knowing the relation-
ship between X and a (X ¼ H  a), with Armstrong–Frederick law’s
inclusion, Xnþ1 is equal to:
Xnþ1 ¼ hHðan þ DepÞ
with
h ¼ 1
1þ cDp
Therefore, the following form of Anþ1 is deduced:
Anþ1 ¼ Anþ1 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dp
Anþ1
kAnþ1k
ð2lþ hHÞ þ ð1 hÞHan
Thanks to the normality rule, Dep ¼
ﬃﬃ
3
2
q
Dp A

nþ1
kAnþ1k
. In order to deter-
mine the plastic increment, one use the plastic condition:
fnþ1ðr;XÞ ¼ 0
with:
fnþ1ðr;XÞ ¼ reqðr XÞ  ry
where:
reqðr XÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
kAnþ1k
¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
kAnþ1 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dp
Anþ1
kAnþ1k
ð2lþ hHÞ þ ð1 hÞanHk
 !
In order to determine Dp, the following equation has to be resolved
with a Newton–Raphson algorithm:ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
kAnþ1 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dp
Anþ1
kAnþ1k
ð2lþ hHÞ þ ð1 hÞanHk
 !
¼ ry
The algorithm with plastic increment is illustrated on Fig. 1.
4.1.2. Determination of the consistent tangent operator
One have now to determine the consistent tangent operator
given by T ¼ @Dr
@De. Let us recall the shape of the stress increment:
Dr ¼ C : De 2lDepFig. 1. Return mapping algorithm.The ﬁrst term in the previous equation is easy to derive from De.
The second term conducts to the corresponding derivative reads:
@Dep
@De
¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
@Dp
@De
 A

nþ1
kAnþ1k
þ DpkAnþ1k
@Anþ1
@De
 Dp
kAnþ1k2
@kAnþ1k
@De
 !
which precises the shape of the consistent tangent operator.:
T ¼ C 2l
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dp
kAnþ1k
devðCÞ  2l
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
 Dp
kAnþ1k3
þ CST2
CST
" #
Anþ1
 ðdevðCÞ : Anþ1Þ  2l
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
CST1
CST
 
Anþ1  ðdevðCÞ : BÞ
where:
CST ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
ð2lþ hHÞ þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
h2DpcH
( )
Anþ1 : B
kAnþ1k
þ cH  h2a : B
CST1 ¼ 1
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dpð2lþ hHÞ  1=kAnþ1k
CST2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dpð2lþ hHÞ  1=kAnþ1k3
B ¼ Anþ1 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dp
Anþ1
kAnþ1k
ð2lþ hHÞ þ ð1 hÞanH4.2. Incremental bipotential approach
4.2.1. Determination of plastic increment
Let us introduce, as in de Saxcé and Hjiaj (1997), the bipotential
incremental shape:
DbðDg;DpÞ ¼ DbeDjDbp
¼ InfDj DbeðDz;DpÞ þ DbpðDj;DpÞ
	 
 ð5Þ
DbeðDz;DpÞ ¼ D/ðDzÞ þ DjðDpÞ
The incremental shape of /ð _jÞ and jðpÞ is deﬁned as follow:
DjðDpÞ ¼ Ds
2
m
2K
þ kDXk
2
2H
þ kDsk
2
4l
D/ðDzÞ ¼ lðdevðDeÞ  DepÞ:ðdevðDeÞ  DepÞ þ H
2
Da:Daþ K
2
De2m
þ ryDp
and
DbpðDj;DpÞ¼Dt
G
K
ððsnþDsÞðXnþDXÞÞþ
G
0
Da
Dt
De
p
Dt
þcXnþ1
H
Dp
Dt
  
þ c
H
kXnþ1k2Dpsn:DepþXn:DaþryDp
To determine the plastic increment, and to satisfy the inﬁmum con-
dition of the Eq. (5), the condition of stationnarity is used which
corresponds to:
@Db
@Dep
¼ 0
Introducing:
Dp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
kDepk
Fig. 2. Cube under simple tension–compression loading.
Table 1
Mechanical properties of 316L.
Young modulus E 220,000 MPa
Poisson’s ratio m 0.3
Tensile yield stress ry 300 MPa
Tangent modulus H 30,000 MPa
Non-linearity material hardening parameter c 60
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as follow:
Da ¼ Dep  cXnþ1
H
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
kDepk;
this condition of stationnarity becomes:
Anþ1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
H
c
H
Xnþ1:kDepk ¼ 2lþ H 1þ 23
c2
H2
kXnþ1k2
  
kDepk

þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
ry þ cHXnþ1 : DX
 

ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
H
c
H
Xnþ1 : Dep
#
Dep
kDepk
where:
Anþ1 ¼ rn  Xn þ 2lDe
Taking into account:
H
2
3
c2
H2
kXnþ1k2Dep þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
Xnþ1 : DX 
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
H
c
H
Xnþ1 : Dep ¼ 0:
with
Dep ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dp
Anþ1
kAnþ1k
;
this ﬁnal equation, allowing the determination of the plastic incre-
ment, is obtained:ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
kAnþ1 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Dp
Anþ1
kAnþ1k
ð2lþ hHÞ þ ð1 hÞanHk
 !
¼ ry
One can remark that this equation, derived for ISM class, is exactly
the same as the one previously derived for GSM class.
4.2.2. Determination of consistent tangent operator
The implicit function theorem is now used to determine the
consistent operator tangent. Let us apply this theorem to the func-
tion f deﬁned as:
fðDr;DeÞ ¼ Dr @DbðDe;DrÞ
@De
By deﬁnition of bipotential:
Dr ¼ @DbðDe;DrÞ
@De
and therefore:
fðDr;DeÞ ¼ 0
Let us denote Tb as:
Tb ¼ @Dr
@De
The application of the implicit function theorem gives:
Tb ¼  @fðDe;DrðDeÞÞ
@Dr
 1
@fðDe;DrðDeÞÞ
@De
 
where:
@fðDe;DrðDeÞÞ
@Dr
¼ I  @
2Db
@Dr@De
" #
@fðDe;DrðDeÞÞ
@De
¼  @
2Db
@De2
Therefore:
Tb ¼ I  @
2Db
@Dr@De
" #1
@2Db
@De2
" #Here, following (Berga and de Saxcé, 1994), only the symmetrical
kernel is taken into account because of physical considerations
and the consistent tangent operator is taken as:
Tb ¼ @
2Db
@De2
" #
For sake of simplicity, the analytical developments are not given in
this paper. The ﬁnal consistent tangent operator of the ISM class can
ﬁnally be written as follows:
Tb ¼ @
2Db
@De2
¼ Tþ T1
where T1 is a second rank tensor which depends on 24 independent
tensors and T is the consistent tangent operator of GSM class. One
can see that the two consistent tangent operators are different,
oppositely to the determination of plastic increment where both
methods conduct to the same equation. One can however recognize
the GSM consistent tangent operator included inside the ISM con-
sistent tangent operator.5. Application
5.1. Simple tension–compression
Tension–compression tests are performed under imposed
displacements on a cube described on Fig. 2. In the ﬁrst step of
the cycle, the upper side of the cube is drawn upwards and at
the second step, this face is compressed. Displacements are
Fig. 3. Axial stress versus axial strain curves obtained with the analytical results (theory), the return mapping and bipotential methods.
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this simple uniaxial case, the Armstrong–Frederick law becomes:
_a ¼ _ep  cX
H
_p ¼ _ep  cX
H
j _epj
The two steps of the loading conducts to the following analytical
expressions Lemaitre and Chaboche (1994):
1. tensile step: dX ¼ H 1 cXH
 
dep. Knowing the initial state (ep0
and X0), the integration leads to:XðepÞ ¼ H
c
1 exp c ep  ep0
   þ X0exp c ep  ep0  2. compressive step: the sign changes and one can write dX ¼
H 1þ cXH
 
dep. After integration, one obtains:XðepÞ ¼ H
c
1þ exp c ep  ep0
   þ X0exp c ep  ep0  5.2. Numerical results and discussion
All the numerical analysis is realised in the commercial FE code
Abaqus/Standard 6.11. Both incremental translations of the Arm-
strong–Frederick’s law, obtained for GSM (return mapping
method) and ISM (bipotential method), are implemented in a UMat
subroutine. The simple cube is modelled with C3D8 linear bricks
and three cycles of tension–compression are simulated. The 316L
mechanical properties are taken into account where the different
values are summarized in Table 1.
The results (axial stress versus axial strain) are plotted on Fig. 3.
One can remark that both methods give results very close to the
theoritical results obtained in the previous paragraph. The same
increment time have been taken for both cases. No signiﬁcant dif-
ferences were observed in terms of CPU times between both meth-
ods. It seems now interesting in future works to extend this
numerical study to different cases (simple torsion, combined in-
phase and out-of-phase tension–torsion) to improve both numeri-
cal implementations. In particular, the role of the different terms
obtained in the consistent tangent operator of the bipotential
method have to be understanding.6. Conclusion
The numerical implementation of the Armstrong–Frederick’s
constitutive law has been performed using the ‘‘return mapping’’
(Simo and Hughes, 1998) and the ‘‘bipotential’’ (de Saxcé, 1992)
technics, associated respectively to two different classes of materi-
als: the General Standard Materials (GSM) for the return mapping
and the Implicit Standard Materials (ISM) for the bipotential. The
objective of this paper was then to compare the implementation
of those both methods. The properties of the different previous
material classes have then been recalled and the methods of
‘‘return mapping’’ and ‘‘bipotential’’ were detailed. No difference
was noted for the determination of the plastic strain increment
in opposition to the form of the consistent tangent operator. The
comparison of both methods was performed by using Abaqus/
Standard 6.11 by the means of a UMat subroutine and the practical
simple case of tension–compression showed only very no differ-
ences in terms of stress hardening intensity. Other loading cases
have now to be simulated to improve those both numerical tech-
nics and to distinguish the role of the consistent tangent operator.Acknowledgments
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